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Abstract
It is well known that some classes of spaces such as absolutely countably compact (abbreviated
acc) spaces and (a)-spaces are not hereditary with respect to closed, and even regular closed sub-
spaces. In this paper, we investigate conditions for spaces being regular closed embeddable into
spaces with certain covering properties, in particular we characterize spaces which can be embedded
as regular closed subsets into acc spaces and (a)-spaces. Some examples are presented as appli-
cations of the criteria. Two problems raised by Matveev [Topology Appl. 80 (1997) 169–175] are
answered.
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Matveev [4,5] introduced acc spaces ((a)-spaces) as those spaces X in which for every
open cover U of X and every dense subset D ⊂ X there exists a finite (discrete and closed
in X) subset F ⊂ D such that
St(F,U ) =
⋃
{U ∈ U : U ∩ F = ∅} = X.
It is known that in many ways (a)-spaces behave like normal spaces [5]. However, unlike
normal spaces, (a)-spaces are not a hereditary class with respect to closed subspaces. So
it is natural to ask what kind of spaces may be represented as certain type of closed sub-
spaces of (a)-spaces. In [6], Matveev proved that every Tychonoff space can be embedded
as a nowhere dense zero-set into a Tychonoff (a)-space, and every Tychonoff countably
compact space can be embedded as a nowhere dense zero-set into an acc space; also he
noticed that a regular closed Gδ set in an acc space need not to be acc. So Matveev raised
the following questions:
Question 1 [6,7]. Characterize those Tychonoff countably compact spaces which can be
embedded as regular closed subsets into Tychonoff acc spaces.
Question 2 [6]. Characterize those Tychonoff spaces which can be embedded as regular
closed subsets into Tychonoff (a)-spaces.
In this paper, we give the solutions to the two questions. In Section 2, we define spaces
with certain covering properties and show necessary conditions and sufficient conditions
required for a space to be embedded as a regular closed subset into these spaces. Then in
Section 3, using these conditions, we get Theorem 4 which characterize the spaces which
can be embedded as regular closed subsets into acc spaces and (a)-spaces. Corollaries 5
and 6 answer Questions 1 and 2 respectively. Some “positive” applications of our criteria
are presented (see Corollary 8 and Example 2). In Section 4, we present some constructions
which can be useful in producing (a)- and acc-extensions with certain properties. In the
last section, we give some examples of spaces which cannot be embedded into an (a)-space
or an acc space by means of our criteria.
Recall that a space X is countably compact if every countable open cover of X has a
finite subcover. A characterization of countable compactness states that a Hausdorff space
X is countably compact if and only if for every open cover U of X there exists a finite
subset F of X such that St(F,U ) = X ([1], [2, Problems 3.12.23(d)]). A space X is star-
Lindelöf (absolutely star-Lindelöf ) if for every open cover U of X (and every dense subset
D of X) there exists a countable subset F of X (of D) such that St(F,U ) = X (see [7]).
It is easy to see that in countably compact spaces, (a)-property, acc-property and absolute
star-lindelöfness coincide.
Throughout the paper, by a space we mean a topological space. A subset E of a space X
is said to be regular closed if E = intE. R is the set of all real numbers. The cardinality of
a set A is denoted by |A|. For a cardinal κ , κ+ denotes the smallest cardinal greater than κ .
As usual, a cardinal is the initial ordinal and an ordinal is the set of smaller ordinals.
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cardinality of a space is at least ω. Other terms and symbols will be used as in [2].
2. Regular closed subsets of spaces with certain covering properties
Let X be a space, U a family of open subsets of X, and D a subset of X. Suppose that
P(X,U ,D) is a statement which involves U and D. If for given U and D, P(X,U ,D)
is true, then we say that U satisfies P(X,U ,D). We call the statement P(X,U ,D) an
open family property on X. When X is clear from the context, we may omit X and write it
as P(U ,D).
Definition 1. Suppose D(X) is a family of subsets of X and P(X,U ,D) is an open family
property on X. If for all D ∈ D(X) and any open cover W , there exists a subcover U of
W such that P(X,U ,D) is true, we say X is a D -P-space.
Definition 2. Let P(U ,D) be an open family property on X, D a family of subsets of X
and A a subset of a space X. If for all D ∈ D and any open cover W of X, there exists a
subfamily or a refinement U of W such that U satisfies the property P(U ,D) and covers
A, we say that A is a relative D -P-subset of X.
For example, one can consider following properties:
P0(U ,D): U is finite;
P1(U ,D): U is countable;
P2(U ,D): there exists a finite subset S of D such that each element of U meets S;
P3(U ,D): there exists a closed (in X) and discrete subset S of D such that each element
of U meets S;
P4(U ,D): there exists a countable subset S of D such that each element of U meets S;
P5(U ,D): there exists a discrete subset S of D such that each element of U meets S.
Also, define following families of subsets of X.
D1(X): the family {X};
D2(X): the family of all dense subsets of X;
D3(X): the family of all dense Gδ-subsets of X;
D4(X): the family of all dense Fσ -subsets of X.
Then D1-P0-spaces coincide with compact spaces; D1-P1-spaces coincide with Lin-
delöf spaces; D1-P2-spaces coincide with star-compact spaces, hence in the class of Haus-
dorff spaces, coincide with countably compact spaces; D2-P2-spaces coincide with acc
spaces; D2-P3-spaces coincide with (a)-spaces; D1-P4-spaces coincide with star-Lindelöf
spaces; D2-P4-spaces coincide with absolutely star-Lindelöf spaces; D2-P5-spaces coin-
cide with (wa)-spaces [7].
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Pj -spaces are D1-Pj -spaces since D2 ⊃ Di ⊃ D1. By the following example, we know
that D3-P2-spaces are distinct from D4-P2-spaces.
Example 1. Take the space X = ω1 × (ω1 + 1). Then X is not a D3-P2-space (see [4,
Example 1.5]). However, X is a D4-P2-space. In fact, for every dense Fσ -subset F of X,
the set F ∩ (ω1 × {ω1}) must be dense in the acc space ω1 × {ω1}, and by [4, Theorem
1.8], ω1 × ω1 is acc. It follows that for any open cover W of X, we can find a finite
subset S1 of F such that St(S1,W ) ⊃ ω1 × {ω1} and a finite subset S2 of F such that
St(S2,W ) ⊃ ω1 ×ω1. Hence for the finite subset S = S1 ∪ S2 of F , St(S,W ) = X.
The authors do not know whether there are the following spaces:
(1) A D3-P2-space which is not a D4-P2-space.
(2) A countably compact space which is not a D4-P2-space.
(3) A D3-P2-space which is not an acc space.
Definition 3 [8,10]. For a space X, a subset F of X is called a relative (a)-subset (relative
acc subset, relative absolutely star-Lindelöf subset) of X provided that for any dense subset
D of X and any open cover U of X, there exists a closed and discrete subset (a finite subset,
a countable subset) E in X with E ⊂ D such that St(E,U ) ⊃ F .
Clearly relative D2-P3-subsets (relative D2-P2-subsets, relative D2-P4-subsets) coin-
cide with relative (a)-subsets (relative acc-subsets, relative absolutely star-Lindelöf sub-
sets).
Now we consider the problem to determine, for a property P(U ,D), which spaces X
can be embedded as a regular closed subset into a D -P-space Y .
Suppose that U , V are families of open sets of X. V is an expansion of U provided
that there exists a mapping ϕ :U → V such that for each U ∈ U , U ⊂ ϕ(U).
Let P(U ,D) be an open family property on a space X, and D(X) a family of subsets
of X. We define the following conditions:
(†) If P(X,U ,D) is true, then for any subfamily U ′ of U and any A ⊂ X with⋃
U ′ ⊂ A ⊂ ⋃U ′, P(A,U ′,D ∩ A) is true and P(X,V ,D) is true whenever V
is an expansion of U .
(‡) Suppose that A is an open subset of X and A ⊂ B ⊂ A. If D ∈ D(X), then D ∩ B ∈
D(B); and if D ∈ D(B), then either D ∪ (X −A) ∈ D(X) or D ∪ (X −A) ∈ D(X).
Define P the class of all D -P-spaces such that P(U ,D) satisfies condition (†) for all
D ∈ D and D satisfies condition (‡).
It is easy to see that (a)-spaces, acc spaces and all other classes of spaces mentioned
above are in P .
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Y ∈ P then there exists a nowhere dense closed subset F of X such that any closed subset
C of X disjoint from F is a relative D -P-subset of X.
Proof. Suppose that the space X is a regular closed subset of a D -P-space Y ∈ P . Then
for some open set U in Y , X = U . Hence F = X − U is a nowhere dense closed subset
of X. Let C be a closed subset of X disjoint from F , and let U be an open cover of X, D ∈
D(X). By condition (‡), D′ = (D ∪ (Y −X)) ∈ D(Y ). Put V = {V ∩U : V ∈ U } ∪ {Y −
C}. Then V is an open cover of Y . Since Y is a D -P-space, there exists a subset U ′ of U
such that P(Y,V ′,D′) is true and V ′ covers Y , where V ′ = {V ∩U : V ∈ U ′} ∪ {Y −C}.
By the definition of V , V ′′ = V ′ − {Y − C} covers C. By condition (†), P(X,V ′′,D)
is true. Since U ′ is an expansion of V ′′, U ′ satisfies the property P(X,U ′,D) by the
condition (†). It is obvious that U ′ covers C. Thus C is a relative D -P-subset of X. 
Theorem 2. Let P(U ,D) be an open family property. For a space X, if there exists a
nowhere dense closed subset F of X satisfying the following conditions:
(1) F is a closed subset of some D -P-space Z(F);
(2) Any closed subset C of X disjoint from F is a relative D -P-subset of X;
(3) The quotient space Y of the discrete sum Z(F) ⊕ X, which obtained by identifying
every point x of F ⊂ X with the image point of x under the embedding mapping from
F into Z(F), is a D -P-space,
then the space X can be embedded as a regular closed subset into a D -P-space Y .
Proof. We only need to show that X is a regular closed subset of Y . Obviously, X =
Y −Z(F). 
3. Regular closed subsets of (a) and acc spaces
Relative acc subsets and relative (a)-subsets (also called OK sets in [9]) play an impor-
tant role in the investigations of acc spaces and (a)-spaces and they are used to investiga-
tion of the properties which imply property (a) [9]. Here we will use them to characterize
the spaces which can be embedded as regular closed subsets into (a)-spaces and acc spaces.
By Theorem 1, we know that if a space X can be embedded as a regular closed subset
into an acc space (an (a)-space), then X satisfies the following condition:
(∗) There exists a nowhere dense closed subset F such that each closed subset C with
C ∩ F = ∅ is a relative acc subset (a relative (a)-subset) of X.
Inversely, suppose that a space X satisfies (∗). It follows that X satisfies condition (2)
of Theorem 2. Then if we can prove that the conditions (1) and (3) of Theorem 2 are
satisfied, then X can be embedded into an acc space ((a)-space). For the condition (1)
of Theorem 2, Matveev proved that every countably compact space can be embedded as
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space can be embedded as a closed nowhere dense set into an (Tychonoff) (a)-space [6,
Theorem 1]. For the condition (3) of Theorem 2, we have
Lemma 3. Let F be a closed nowhere dense subset of the space (the countably com-
pact space) X. Suppose that Z(F) is an (a) space (an acc-space) in which F is a closed
nowhere dense set, and Y is the quotient space of the discrete sum X ⊕ Z(F) obtained
by identifying the point x ∈ F with the image of x under the embedding mapping from F
to Z(F). If any closed subset C of X disjoint from F is a relative (a) subset (a relative
acc-subset) of X, then Y is an (a) space (an acc-space).
Proof. Let U be an open cover of Y , D a dense subset of Y . Then D ∩ Z(F) is dense in
Z(F); D ∩ (X − F) is dense in X. Then
UF =
{
U ∈ U : U ∩Z(F) = ∅}
is an open cover of Z(F). Hence there exists a discrete and closed subset (a finite subset)
D1 ⊂ D∩Z(F) of Z(F) such that St(D1,UF ) ⊃ Z(F). Moreover, U = St(D1,UF )∩X is
open in X and contains F . Let X−U = C. Then C is a closed subset of X and it is disjoint
from F . Hence C is a relative (a) subset (a relative acc-subset) of X. So there exists a
discrete and closed subset (a finite subset) D2 of D ∩ (X − F) such that St(D2,U ) ⊃ C.
D1 and D2 are also closed and discrete (finite) in Y since X and Z(F) are both closed in Y .
Let E = D1 ∪ D2. Then E is a closed and discrete subset (a finite subset) of Y contained
in D, and such that St(E,U ) = Y . 
By the discussion above, we have obtained the following:
Theorem 4. A space (a countably compact space) X can be embedded as a regular closed
subset into an (a)-space (an acc space) Y if and only if there exists a nowhere dense closed
subset F of X such that any closed subset C of X disjoint from F is a relative (a)-subset
(a relative acc subset) of X.
If we take Z(F) as Matveev constructed in [6, Theorems 1 and 2], then Z(F) is Ty-
chonoff whenever F is Tychonoff. So by Theorem 4, we have the following Corollaries 5
and 6 which answer Questions 1 and 2, respectively.
Corollary 5. A Tychonoff countably compact space X can be embedded as a regular closed
subset into a Tychonoff acc space Y if and only if there exists a nowhere dense closed subset
F of X such that any closed subset C of X disjoint from F is a relative acc subset of X.
Proof. Let Z(F) be the acc space defined in [6, Theorem 1] which contains F as a
nowhere dense closed subset. It is sufficient to prove that the quotient space Y defined
in Lemma 3 is Tychonoff whenever X is Tychonoff. As a closed subset of X, F is Ty-
chonoff so that Z(F) is Tychonoff. We only need to show the nontrivial case when x ∈ F
and A is a closed subset of Y disjoint from {x}. Since X is closed in Y and is Tychonoff,
there exists a continuous function f on X such that f (x) = 0 and f (y) = 1, y ∈ A ∩ X.
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[6, Proof of Theorem 1], we know that there exists a continuous function g :Z(F) → R
such that g|F = f |F and g(y) = 1, y ∈ A ∩ Z(F). So by the pasting lemma, we can
get a continuous function h :Y → R such that h(x) = 0 and h(y) = 1, y ∈ A. Thus Y is
Tychonoff. 
Corollary 6. A Tychonoff space X can be embedded as a regular closed subset into a
Tychonoff (a)-space Y if and only if there exists a nowhere dense closed subset F of X
such that any closed subset C disjoint from F is a relative (a)-subset of X.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 5. 
Theorems 1 and 2 can also be applied to classes of spaces other than (a)-spaces and
acc spaces. For example, we can prove the analog of Theorem 4 for the class of Tychonoff
absolutely star-Lindelöf spaces [10].
Corollary 7 [10]. A Tychonoff star-Lindelöf space X can be embedded as a regular closed
subset into a Tychonoff absolutely star-Lindelöf space Y if and only if there exists a
nowhere dense closed subset F of X such that any closed subset C disjoint with F is a
relative absolutely star-Lindelöf-subset of X.
Corollary 8. For a space (a countably compact space) X, if the set of all isolated points of
X is dense, then X can be embedded as a regular closed subset into an (a)-space (an acc
space).
Proof. Let I be the set of all isolated points of X. Then X − I is a nowhere dense closed
subset of X. Suppose that D is a dense subset of X, and C is a closed subset with C∩ (X−
I ) = ∅. It follows that I ⊂ D and C ⊂ I . Thus C is a discrete and closed (in X) subset
of D. (Hence C is finite in the case of X being a countably compact space). Obviously
St(C,U ) ⊃ C for any open cover U of X. So C is a relative (a) subset (a relative acc
subset) of X. By Theorem 4, X can be embedded as a regular closed subset into an (a)-
space (an acc space). 
Remark. As we proved in Corollaries 5 and 6, if X is Tychonoff in Corollary 8, then
we can make the space in which X is embedded Tychonoff. Some of known examples of
(countably compact) spaces (see [4, Examples 1.5 and 2.2]) which are not (a)-spaces (acc
spaces) contain a dense subset consisting of isolated points so that by Corollary 8, they can
be embedded as regular closed subsets into (a)-spaces (acc spaces).
It is well known that the Niemytzky plane X is a Tychonoff space. Obviously it is also
a star-Lindelöf space. Matveev noticed that the Niemytzky plane is not an (a)-space (see
[5, Lemma 1]). However, we can show the following result.
Example 2. The Niemytzky plane can be embedded as a regular closed subset into some
Tychonoff (a)-space (some Tychonoff absolutely star-Lindelöf space).
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the Niemytzky plane X. Suppose C is a closed subspace of X disjoint from F of X. It is
easy to show that there exists an open set O in the Niemytzky plane (may not be open in
Euclidean half plane) containing F such that O ∩C = ∅. Put G = X − intO . Then G is a
regular closed subset of X containing C. Since G ⊂ X −F , G as a subspace of X, has the
same topology as the Euclidean one. Let D be a dense subset of X, and U an open cover of
X. Then D ∩G is dense in G. As a subspace of the Euclidean plane G is an (a)-space (an
absolutely star-Lindelöf space), there exists a closed discrete (in G) subset (a countable
subset) S ⊂ D ∩ G such that St(S,U ) ⊃ G ⊃ C. Since G is closed in X, S is closed
and discrete in the Niemytzky plane X. Therefore C is a relative (a)-subset (a relative
absolutely star-Lindelöf subset) of X. By Corollary 6 (Corollary 7), X can be embedded
as a regular closed subset into some Tychonoff (a)-space (some Tychonoff absolutely star-
Lindelöf space). 
In Section 5, we will give examples of (countably compact) spaces which, easily seen
by means of our criteria, cannot be embedded as a regular closed subset into any acc space
or any (a)-space.
4. Alternative constructions of Z(F)
From Section 3, we see that if a space (a countably compact space) X satisfies the con-
ditions of Theorem 4, then the construction of the space Y into which X is regular closed
embeddable depends on the choice of Z(F). So it may be interesting to find alternative
constructions of Z(F).
Although the proof of Lemma 3 depends on the condition that F is nowhere dense in
Z(F), the condition is not necessary. The Alexandroff duplicate space is the case.
Recall that for a space X, the Alexandroff duplicate space AD(X) is the set X × {0,1}
equipped with the topology as follows: every point in X × {1} is isolated and every point
〈x,0〉 in X × {0} has the basic neighborhoods of the form: (U × {0,1}) − {〈x,1〉}, where
U is an open neighborhood of x in X. In general, X need not be nowhere dense in AD(X).
For example, in AD(ω1) take a successor ordinal α < ω1, then 〈α,0〉 is isolated in AD(ω1).
Vaughan has noted [12] that AD(X) is acc whenever X is countably compact. For the proof
of our next theorem, we need a slight modification of this result, stated in the following
lemma. The proof, similar to Vaughan’s, is presented for the completeness sake.
Lemma 9 (Due to Vaughan [12]). If X is countably compact, then AD(X) is acc. More-
over, For any open cover U of AD(X), there exists a finite subset E ⊂ X × {1} such that
AD(X)− St(E,U ) ⊂ X × {0} is a finite subset consisting of isolated points of X × {0}.
Proof. Let B be the set of all isolated points in X. Put H = (X × {1}) ∪ (B × {0}). Then
H is dense in AD(X), and any dense subset of AD(X) must contain H . To show that
AD(X) is acc, it is sufficient to show that for any open cover U of AD(X), there exists a
finite subset E ⊂ H such that St(E,U ) = AD(X). For each x ∈ X − B , choose an open
neighborhood Wx = (Vx × {0,1})− {〈x,1〉} of 〈x,0〉 such that there exists a U ∈ U with
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is an open cover of X−B . Note that X−B as a closed subspace of the countably compact
space X is countably compact. Thus there exists a finite subset E0 = {xi ∈ X − B: i =
0,1, . . . , k} such that St(E0,V ) ⊃ X − B . Put E1 = {〈xi,1〉: xi ∈ E0}. Then for every
x ∈ (X − B) − E0, Vx ∩ E0 = ∅ implies Wx ∩ E1 = ∅. For each xi ∈ E0, pick a point
yi ∈ Vxi such that yi = xi , then Wxi  〈yi,1〉. Put E2 = {〈yi,1〉: i = 0,1, . . . , k} ∪ E1.
It follows that (X − B) × {0} ⊂ ⋃{Wx : Wx ∩ E2 = ∅}. Note that for an z ∈ X − B if
〈z,1〉 /∈⋃{Wx : Wx ∩ E2 = ∅}, then there exists exactly one element in {Vx × {0}: Wx ∩
E2 = ∅}, that is, the Vz × {0} which contains 〈z,0〉. Thus E′0 = {z ∈ (X − B): 〈z,1〉 /∈⋃{Wx : Wx ∩ E2 = ∅}} is a discrete closed subset of X − B , hence a finite set. Put E3 =
(E′0 × {1})∪E2. Then E3 ⊂ X × {1} is finite and satisfies St(E3,U ) ⊃ (X −B)× {0,1}.
Since X − B ⊂⋃{Vx : Wx ∩ E2 = ∅}, E′′0 = X −
⋃{Vx : Wx ∩ E2 = ∅} ⊂ B is a closed
discrete subset of X, hence it is finite. Put E = E3 ∪ (E′′0 × {0,1}). Then E ⊂ H is finite
and St(E,U ) = AD(X). 
If we remove the condition “Z(F) is an acc space in which F is a closed nowhere dense
set” from Lemma 3 for case of the countably compact space and take Z(F) = AD(F ), then
the conclusion is still valid. However, the proof of Lemma 3 does not work since F may
fail to be nowhere dense in AD(F ). We have to give another proof.
Theorem 10. Let F be a closed nowhere dense subset of the countably compact space X.
Suppose that Y is the quotient space of the discrete sum X⊕AD(F ) obtained by identifying
the point x ∈ F with the image of x under the embedding mapping from F to AD(F ). If
any closed subset C disjoint from F is a relative acc subset of X, then Y is an acc space.
Proof. Since F is closed in X, F is countably compact. By Lemma 9, AD(F ) is an acc
space. Clearly F is homeomorphic to the closed subset F × {0} of AD(F ). Let Y be
the quotient space of X ⊕ AD(F ) obtained by identifying the point x in F and the point
〈x,0〉 ∈ AD(F ). We need to show that Y is an acc space. Let D be a dense subset of Y , and
U an open cover of Y . It is true that D ⊃ F × {1} since the points in F × {1} are isolated
in Y . By Lemma 9, there exists a finite subset E0 ⊂ F × {1} such that L = AD(F ) −
St(E0,U ) is a finite subset consisting of isolated points of F × {0}. Put L = {〈xi,0〉: i =
0,1, . . . , k}. For each 0  i  k, choose an open neighborhood Wi = (Vi × {0}) ∪ (Vi ∩
F ×{1})−{〈xi,1〉} such that for some U ∈ U , Wi ⊂ U , where Vi is an open neighborhood
of xi in X. Then Vi ∩ (X − F) × {0} is a nonempty open subset of Y since F is nowhere
dense in X and X −F is open in X. Pick a point 〈yi,0〉 ∈ (Vi ∩ (X −F)× {0}
)∩D, then
E1 = E0 ∪ {〈yi,0〉: i = 0,1, . . . , k} ⊂ D is finite, and St(E1,U ) ⊃ AD(F ) = F × {0,1}.
It follows that C′ = Y − St(E1,U ) ⊂ (X − F) × {0} is a closed subset of Y which is
disjoint from F × {0}. We may write C′ as C′ = C × {0}, where C is a closed subset of
X disjoint from F . Hence C is a relative acc subset of X, correspondingly C × {0} is a
relative acc subset of X × {0}. Therefore there exists a finite subset E2 ⊂ D ∩ (X × {0})
such that St(E2,U ) ⊃ C × {0} = C′. Let E = E1 ∪ E2. Then E is finite, E ⊂ D, and
satisfies St(E,U ) = Y . This completes the proof. 
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is also Tychonoff. So the space Y constructed in Theorem 10 is Tychonoff whenever X is
Tychonoff (see the proof of Corollary 5).
Next, for (a) spaces we give a construction Z(F) which is different from Matveev’s.
For a space X and its dense subset D, we define S(X,D) = X ∪ (D × κ+), where κ =
|X|, and topologize S(X,D) as follows: a basic neighborhood of x ∈ X in S(X,D) is a
set of the form GU,α(x) = U ∪ ((U ∩ D) × {β: α < β < κ+}), for a neighborhood U of
x in X and for α < κ+; and a basic neighborhood of 〈x,α〉 ∈ D × κ+ in S(X,D) is a set
of the form GV (〈x,α〉) = {x} ×V for a neighborhood V of α in κ+. Vaughan [11] proved
that every countably compact GO-space is acc. Thus, every cardinal with uncountable
cofinality is acc.
Theorem 11. Let X be a space with a dense subset D. Then the space S(X,D) is an (a)-
space. Moreover, if X is a Hausdorff (respectively regular, Tychonoff, normal ) space, then
so is S(X,D).
Proof. Put S = S(X,D), and let U be an open cover of S. To show that S is an (a)-space,
let T be the set of all isolated points of κ+ and let F = D × T . Then, F is dense in S
and every dense subspace of S includes F . Thus, it suffices to show that there exists a
subset B ⊂ F such that B is discrete and closed in S and St(B,U ) = S. For every x ∈ X,
there exist a neighborhood U of x in X and α(x) < κ+ such that GU,α(x)(x) is included
in some element of U . Since |X| = κ , we can find α ∈ T such that α > α(x) for each
x ∈ X. Thus, if we put B ′ = D×{α}, then X ⊂ St(B ′,U ). For each x ∈ D, since {x}×κ+
is acc, there exists a finite subset Bx ⊂ {x} × T such that {x} × κ+ ⊂ St(Bx,U ). Let
B ′′ =⋃{Bx : x ∈ D}. Then, D × κ+ ⊂ St(B ′′,U ). Let B = B ′ ∪ B ′′. Then, B is a subset
of (D × T ) such that S = St(B,U ). Since B ∩ ({x} × κ+) is finite for each x ∈ D, B is
discrete and closed in S, which proves that S is an (a)-space.
Obviously, if X is Hausdorff (respectively regular, Tychonoff), then so is S. Now we
show that if X is normal, then S is also normal. Assume that A0 and A1 are disjoint closed
subsets of S. Since X is normal, there exist disjoint open subsets U0 and U1 of X such
that Ai ∩ X ⊂ Ui for each i = 0,1. Then, we can find disjoint open sets V0, V1 in X and








for i = 0,1. Indeed, for i ∈ {0,1} and x ∈ Ai ∩ X, there exists an ordinal αi(x) < κ+ and
a neighborhood Vix of x in X with Vix ⊂ Ui such that (Vix ∪ (D ∩ Vix × (αi(x), κ+))) ∩
Ai−1 = ∅. It follows that there exists an αi < κ+ such that αi(x) < αi for every x ∈ Ai ∩X
since |X| = κ . Hence
Vix ∪
(









Put α = max{α0, α1} and Vi = ⋃{Vix : x ∈ Ai ∩ X}. Then α and V0,V1 are what we






))∪ (Ai ∩X0) for i = 0,1.
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open sets W0 and W1 in X0 such that Bi ⊂ Wi for i = 0,1. Let Gi = Vi ∪ Wi for i = 0,1.
Then, G0 and G1 are disjoint open sets in S, Ai ⊂ Gi for each i = 0,1. 
Remark. Theorem 11 provides an alternative proof that every space can be embedded as a
closed subspace into an (a)-space.
5. Spaces not being regular closed subsets of acc spaces or (a)-spaces
Theorem 12. Let X be a separable space. If each nonempty open subset of X contains a
closed in X and discrete subspace of cardinality  2ω, then X cannot be embedded as a
regular closed subset into any (a)-space.
Proof. Suppose that F is a nowhere dense closed subset of X. Then we may take an
nonempty open subset U disjoint from F . So there exists a closed and discrete subspace
C contained in U of cardinality  2ω. Thus C is disjoint from F . Note that the proof of
Lemma 1 in [5] essentially shows that a closed and discrete subspace of cardinality  2ω
of a separable space cannot be relatively (a). Thus C is not relatively (a). By Theorem 4,
X cannot be embedded as a regular closed subset into any (a)-space. 
By Theorem 12, we have:
Example 3. The Kofner plane (see [3]) and the square of the Sorgenfrey line (are Tychonoff
spaces but not (a) spaces [5]) cannot be embedded as a regular closed subset into any (a)-
space.
Theorem 13. If a product space Xκ with κ  ω is not an acc space, then Xκ cannot be
embedded as a regular closed subset into any acc space.
Proof. By Theorem 4, we only need to prove that for any closed nowhere dense subset F
of Xκ there exists a closed subset C of Xκ disjoint from F such that C is not a relative acc
subset.
Let F be a closed nowhere dense subset of Xκ . Then there exists an open set U =⋂
λ∈Λ π
−1
λ (Uλ) such that U ∩ F = ∅, where πλ is the projection mapping onto the λth
coordinate, Λ is a finite subset of κ and Uλ, λ ∈ Λ are open sets of X. For each λ ∈ Λ,
take a point xλ ∈ Uλ. Put
C = {f ∈ Xκ : f (λ) = xλ, λ ∈ Λ
}
then C is a closed subset of Xκ and C ∩ F = ∅ since C ⊂ U . Now we show that
C is not a relative acc subset of Xκ . Without loss of generality, we may assume that
Λ = {0,1,2, . . . , n}. Then C = {x0} × {x1} × · · · × {xn} × Xκ−Λ. Since κ  ω, Xκ−Λ
is homeomorphic to Xκ . So Xκ−Λ is not acc either. Hence there exists a dense sub-
set D of Xκ−Λ and an open cover W of Xκ−Λ such that for any finite subset S of D,
{W ∈ W : W ∩ S = ∅} does not cover Xκ−Λ.
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Then U is an open cover of Xκ , and D′ is dense in Xκ . Now let S′ be a finite subset of
D′. The projection S′′ of S′ on Xκ−Λ is a finite subset of D. It follows that we may take a
point
g ∈ Xκ−Λ −
⋃{
W ∈ W : W ∩ S′′ = ∅}.
Define f ∈ Xκ as f (λ) = xλ if λ ∈ Λ, and f (λ) = g(λ) if λ ∈ κ−Λ. Thus f ∈ C. Suppose
that there exists a U ∈ U such that f ∈ U and U ∩ S′ = ∅. Then there exists a W ∈ W
such that U = U(W) = Xn+1 ×W . Hence g ∈ W and W ∩ S′′ = ∅. A contradiction. 
Example 4. A Tychonoff countably compact space which cannot be embedded as a regular
closed subset into any acc space , any (a)-space or any absolutely star-Lindelöf space.
We take the space X(T ) as defined by Vaughan in [13, Example 1.1], where T is a
mod-finite tower of infinite subset of ω with |T | = t and X(T ) is the associated Franklin
Rajagopalan space. Then X(T ) is Tychonoff, sequentially compact, separable, and has an
open cover of cardinality t which has no finite subcover. Vaughan has proved that X(T )t
is countably compact, separable, and not acc (hence not (a) or absolutely star-Lindelöf).
By Theorem 13, X(T )t cannot be embedded as a regular closed subset into any acc space.
Since for a subset of a countably compact space, relative acc, relative (a) and relative
absolutely star-Lindelöfness coincide, by Theorem 4 and Corollary 7 X(T )t cannot be
embedded as a regular closed subset into any (a)-space or any absolutely star-Lindelöf
space either.
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